
There was developed UFONIM program (Unfolding of Neutron spectra with the
aid of Iteration Matrix methods) to unfold neutron spectra according to the
calculated response matrix and apparatus distributions. The program is based on the
employment of iteration methods of Tarasko (directed divergence) or Scoffield-Gold.
With the help of a manufactured gas proportional counter there were measured the
spectra of leakage neutrons for the spherical critical assemblies of U-235 (90%), U-
235 (36%), Pu-239 (98%). In order to control reliability of neutron distribution
measurements for critical assemblies the neutron spectrum of Cf-252 was investigated
in the same geometry. The form of apparatus spectrum, conditioned by the
registration of gamma-quanta, was determined both experimentally and by
calculation.

The unfolded neutron spectra are presented in the energy range 0.05
MeV<En<8.0 MeV. The obtained neutron spectrum of spontaneous Cf-252 fission is
in agreement with the recently published experimental and theoretical data. The
spectra reported in the given paper are approximated by Fourier series through the
generalized Chebyshev-Laguerre polynomials. The analysis of errors is carried out.
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The accessible articles (more than 80) concerning cross section reactions (x,y),
(x,oc), (x,n), (x,p) were analyzed. At first contemporary principal articles was
chosen in which the experimental data errors were minimum. The rest articles were
used for interval data enlargement. In covered energy intervals the data were sewn
together. Data sets prepared like that were approximated by splain method.
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In the given paper there are represented the data on fission cross-section of 5> = =
232Th, 233,235,238u;

 237Np and 243Am nuclei caused by tritons with the energies <o ^ g
from 8.6 to 13.4 MeV; the present data are obtained basing on the results of j g
differential fission cross-section measurements. There are also given the description ^ s
results of fission fragments angular distribution obtained through decomposition of
Legendre polynomials. The work is performed on tandem electrostatic generator
EGP-10.
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